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LEARNING OBJECTIVE

• Understand the fundamentals of project 
management 

• Select project and write project proposal

• Allocate resources for a project

• Acquire  the skill to strategize a successful 
project plan and schedule project 

• Acquire the skill to identify, reduce and mitigate 
project risks

• Apply the knowledge and skills for a successful 
and project management



CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

OVERVIEW

Project success, Failure and the Lesson Learned



CHANNEL TUNNEL
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FACTS
• Total length: 50.5km
• Lowest point: 75m deep
• Undersea portion: 37.9km (longest in the world)
• Carry: passenger & freight trains, shuttle vehicles
• Idea initiated since 1802, construction began 1988, 

opened in 1994.
• Financed by over 100 banks (Europe & Japan)
• As “seven wonders in modern world” by American Society 

of Civil Engineers (ASCE)
• View of public & engineering “success”
• View of economist / bankers “pretty disastrous”
• Small positive impact on economy



PROBLEMS

• Overrun cost 5 billion pound

• Lost 6 months revenue due to delay

• Not enough revenue to generate cash flow 
including (interest 700 million per year)

• Ferry competition 

• Project design fault(e.g. toll system and 
terminal)



EAST COAST EXPRESSWAY



Sultan Mizan Stadium Terengganu



Sultan Mizan Stadium Terengganu
• On 2 June 2009, after one year officially open, a major part of 

the roof construction collapsed under normal weather 
conditions. 

• The stadium would be repaired by early 2012 with alterations 
to its roof design, mulling it to be similar with that of the Bukit 
Jalil National Stadium.

• On 20 February 2013 the stadium collapsed again while 
undergoing re-construction work which commenced late 
2012. Two-thirds of the old structure (137 meters)collapsed, 
followed by the collapse of steel pillars. The collapse cause 
injuries to 5 workers with 3 of them suffering serious injuries.

• The major cause for the collapse of the roof was identified to 
be the design fault and inappropriate materials



WHY PROJECT FAILS





WHY PROJECT FAILS?
by  Dr Ian Clarkson

• Poor sponsorship
• Unclear requirements
• Unrealistic timescales or budgets
• Scope creep
• Poor risk management
• Poor processes/documentation
• Poor estimating
• Poor communication/stakeholder engagement
• Poor business case
• Inadequate/incorrectly skilled resources

“Incompetent Project Manager”


